Night Works and New Traffic Signals
Tulagi Road and Stuart Highway

Night work to asphalt the Stuart Highway inbound lanes at the Tulagi Road intersection will take place from Wednesday 20 until Saturday 23 November.

To reduce disruptions for road users, work will occur at nighttime.

Refer to the illustrations below showing the areas of work, permitted vehicle movements and alternative access arrangements (where applicable) for each night.

**Wednesday Night**

During works on the night of Wednesday 20 November and the morning of Thursday 21 November 2019, the intersection will be fully operational catering for all vehicle turning and through lane movements.

Figure 1 - Works on Wednesday Night 20 November 8pm to 5am
Thursday Night

Works on the night of Thursday 21 November and the morning of Friday 22 November are more complex and will have a greater impact on the permitted vehicle movements.

Road users are advised that at around 8pm on Thursday 21 November until 5am on Friday 22 November the following traffic movements will be unavailable:

- Right hand turns from Tulagi Road onto the Stuart Highway inbound

Figure 2 - Works on Thursday Night 21 November 8pm to 1am Friday 22 November
Road users are advised that at around 1am on Friday 22 November until 5am on Friday 22 November the following traffic movements will be unavailable:

- Right hand turns from the Stuart Highway inbound into Tulagi Road

Figure 3 - Works on Friday Morning 22 November 1am to 5am

Alternative access arrangements will be in place, including the use of detours to assist with each of the short-term right hand turn lane closures.
**Friday Day**

Modifications to the traffic signals will be carried out on Friday 22 November commencing at around 10am and are expected to be operational by 2pm.

Once the modifications to the traffic signals are complete the Stuart Highway inbound lanes will no longer allow a continuous movement through the intersection and vehicles will be required to stop to permit vehicles to turn right out of Tulagi Road.

**Friday Night**

During works undertaken on the night of Friday 22 November and the morning of Saturday 23 November 2019 the intersection will be fully operational catering for all vehicle turning and through lane movements.

![Figure 4 - Works on Friday Night 22 November 8pm to 5am](image)

Temporary and/or permanent line markings will be completed by the end of each shift.

Traffic management will be in place to ensure a safe traffic environment for road users and motorists are asked to adhere to all signage in the area.

If you require any further information please call 1800 560 308 or email Tulagi.upgrades@nt.gov.au